MG-150
Thin Heating Mats (c/w Single Cold Tail)
Devex Systems’ NEW X mat MG-150 electric floor heating mat can be easily installed over existing tiles or into thin adhesive beds, thin screeds on concrete floors, levelling compounds and on
fibre cement sheeting. The mat uses a twin conductor heating, cable with very low EMF, for ease
of installation. The mat thickness of only 3.5 mm enables underfloor heating installations into
most quality two-part adhesives with a minimal increase in floor height. This system is suitable
for connection to a ‘Continuous 24-hour’ or ‘Time of Use’ tariff as a direct acting or background
heating system. The mat comes with a single cold tail of 3 meters. The heating cable complies
with IEC60800:2009.
We recommend the use of F-Board Insulation with electric floor heating
to improve warm up times and reduce running costs.
20 year warranty
Output power based on 230 volts
Operating Temperature Range: -30�C to +80�C
Minimum Temperature during Installation: -5�C
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CK-17
In Screed Heating Cable (c/w Single Cold Tail)
Devex Systems’ NEW X cable CK-17 electric floor heating screed cable is suitable for a wide range of indoor floor
constructions and pipe tracing systems. It is a high performance, flexible cable made with quality fluoropolymer
insulated conductors and a tough and durable PVC outer sheath. The cable is rated to 17 watts per meter and
comes with a single cold tail of 3 meters. The heating cable complies with IEC60800:2009.
We recommend the use of insulation with electric floor heating to improve warm up times and reduce running
costs.
20 year warranty
Output power based on 230 volts
Maximum Operating Temperature: +70�C
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CT-30
In Slab Electric Heating Cable (c/w Single Cold Tail)
Devex Systems’ NEW X cable CT-30 electric floor heating cable can
be installed into concrete slabs under a wide range of floor coverings
and can also be used for snow melting applications. The CT-30 has a
very low EMF and its single cold tail makes it easy to install. The
CT-30 is most suited to be connected to an “Off-Peak” or “Time of
Use” tariff as an in-slab storage heating system. The cable is rated to
30 watts per meter and it comes with a single 3 meter cold tail.
20 year warranty
Output power based on 230 volts
Maximum Operating Temperature: +70�C
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TS Range
The X thermostat range of thermostats are specifically designed to
work with the X cable and X mat range of products. They ensure
simple and precise control of floor heating systems and other
radiant heating systems like ceiling heating. There are over 6 different models to select from, all with sleek, modern designs and the
latest technology including Wifi options.
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DB Range
The X boiler range of condensing gas boilers are modern, European
made devices that offer a range of benefits to the home owner. Their
advanced design and compact size make them suitable for a variety
of different locations throughout the home. These systems have a
very wide range of modulation that allow the boiler to heat very small
areas with low heat demand. Their transparent control panels make
these boilers very easy to use and they are adapted to work with
domestic hot water tanks, solar systems, heat pumps and multi zone
hydraulic separators.
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